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Spinning Binaries 
from quantum fields



•Why Amplitudes? 
 

•Amplitudes for binaries. Spin. 
 

•Summary / Outlook.

Outline



Iwasaki knew it 50 years ago…

Classical physics from Quantum field theory?

Trees AND loops?



Amplitudes: Efficiency

Recursion relations:  
big trees from small trees. 
 
Generalized unitarity:  
loops from trees.

Cool. But nothing we couldn’t have gotten with 
sufficient time (and sufficient RAM). But not quite…

The Amplitudes program:  
Avoid summing all Feynman diagrams.  
 
Recycle (use amplitudes as building blocks)



Amplitudes: Six gluons



Specifying helicities leads to immense simplification

Amplitudes: Simplicity

The Parke-Taylor formula



Should you care?

You should Kerr!



Kerr black hole Amplitudes

The stress energy tensor in momentum space

Matches the simplest three-point amplitude

For a linearized Kerr black hole



Observables from Amplitudes

From the 3-point amplitude, computed 1PM scattering angle

(Matches the one computed by Vines)





Pipeline

Gauge trees Gravity trees. 
Double copy

Unitarity: 
Loops from  
trees

Amplitudes to 
Observables



SEFT

H(r2, p2)

Spin Hamiltonian from Amplitudes



We consider a Lagrangian of rank-s tensor fields,  
minimally coupled to gravity

Symmetric traceless 
tensor field

Covariant derivative Lorentz Generator

The spin tensor is obtained in the classical limit 

Full theory



SEFT

An EFT of non-relativistic fields… 

…generalized to describe spinning fields. The potential…

…contains long  
range interactions…

Organized by classical 
spin operators

Effective theory



Hamiltonian

H(r2, p2)

Use Hamilton’s equations of motion

To compute change in observables



Observables

H(r2, p2)

The Eikonal phase



Higher powers in Spin: Lagrangian 
Effective description of spin-induced multipoles

Covariantization of Levi-Steinhoff More EFT operators



Higher powers in spin: Amplitudes

What do to do with this amplitude?



Conjecture

We conjectured that the scattering amplitude of 
two Kerr black holes is the one that realises the 
symmetry 

Computed observables up to S^5



Why do we trust these results?
Checks against GR!



Checks: Quadratic-in-spin Hamiltonians

To compare with (overlapping parts of) them, we may 
compute Amplitudes from the Hamiltonian using EFT. 

NNLO post-Newtonian

Test-body limit



Checks: Higher powers in spin (angles)

Consider a generalization  
of MPD equations

With a dynamical mass function

Angles agree!



Checks: Generic bodies (Neutron Stars)

Compton Amplitude and 
scattering angles agree



Checks: BHPT

Matching solutions of the Teukolsky equation

A most general form of the amplitude  compatible 
with crossing symmetry, locality, unitarity.

Existing solutions in BHPT literature
Agreement up to S^4  

(but not at S^5)



Summary
H(r2, p2)

Eikonal

EFT

Amplitudes

Observables

Working on it

• A framework to translate Amplitudes into 
Observables for black holes (and generic)  

• Combine Amplitudes, Effective Theory, Eikonal.  

• Extensive GR checks in PN, self-force, BHPT. 

• Agreement up to S^4 BH, and S^3 generic.



• Higher spin. Understand black hole S^5 discrepancy 
with BHPT. And beyond? 
 
 

• More loops.  
Improve amplitudes (bootstrap?), 
Improve observables from amplitudes 

Outlook


